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Abstract
Can we design efficient algorithms for finding fast algorithms? This question is captured
by various circuit minimization problems, and algorithms for the corresponding tasks have
significant practical applications. Following the work of Cook and Levin in the early 1970s, a
central question is whether minimizing the circuit size of an explicitly given function is NPcomplete. While this is known to hold in restricted models such as DNFs, making progress with
respect to more expressive classes of circuits has been elusive.
In this work, we establish the first NP-hardness result for circuit minimization of total
functions in the setting of general (unrestricted) Boolean circuits. More precisely, we show
that computing the minimum circuit size of a given multi-output Boolean function f : {0, 1}n →
{0, 1}m is NP-hard under many-one polynomial-time randomized reductions. Our argument
builds on a simpler NP-hardness proof for the circuit minimization problem for (single-output)
Boolean functions under an extended set of generators.
Complementing these results, we investigate the computational hardness of minimizing communication. We establish that several variants of this problem are NP-hard under deterministic
reductions. In particular, unless P = NP, no polynomial-time computable function can approximate the deterministic two-party communication complexity of a partial Boolean function up
to a polynomial. This has consequences for the class of structural results that one might hope
to show about the communication complexity of partial functions.
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Introduction

The Minimum Circuit Size Problem (MCSP) asks for the size (number of gates) of the smallest
Boolean circuit that computes a given Boolean function f : {0, 1}m → {0, 1}, where f is represented
as a string of length n = 2m . Researchers have investigated this problem and its variants from several angles since the early stages of complexity theory (see [Tra84] for some historical perspective).
In particular, over the last two decades there has been a significant interest in understanding
the computational hardness of circuit minimization. This is motivated in part by the discovery
of connections between this problem and a variety of areas, including complexity theory [KC00],
learning theory [CIKK16], cryptography and circuit complexity [RR97], and proof complexity (see
e.g. [Kra11, Part VIII]). In addition, Boolean circuit minimization is of high practical relevance,
and a number of textbooks and monographs have been written about heuristics and other applied
aspects of this problem (cf. [McC65, Sch01, HS06]).1
Despite considerable efforts to understand the computational complexity of circuit minimization,
its NP-hardness status has remained wide open. While there is strong evidence that finding optimal
circuits is intractable (see Section 1.3), some researchers have suggested that circuit minimization
problems such as MCSP might be NP-intermediate (that is, neither in P nor NP-complete). There
is a vast literature on MCSP and this question, and we review the references more directly related
to our work in Sections 1.2 and 1.3 below.

1.1

Results

We investigate the natural variant of MCSP where the input function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m is
allowed to have multiple output bits. Our main contribution is a proof that the circuit minimization
problem for such multi-output functions is NP-hard with respect to randomized reductions. This is
the first NP-hardness result for the circuit minimization of total functions that holds with respect to
the class of general (unrestricted) Boolean circuits. Previous NP-hardness results for total functions
were known when the computational model is considerably restricted, for instance with respect to
DNFs [Lev73, Mas79] (also known as two-level minimization; see e.g. [UVS06]) and DNFs extended
with parity gates at the bottom layer [HOS18].
There are well-known connections between computation and communication (see e.g. [KN97]),
and in the second part of this work we explore the complexity of minimizing communication cost
with respect to deterministic protocols. Among other contributions, we establish the first NPhardness result for this model, in the setting that the input communication problem is described
by a partial Boolean matrix in {0, 1, ∗}n×n . In a remarkable paper, Kushilevitz and Weinreb
[KW09] had previously established the intractability of this problem over total Boolean matrices,
but their techniques require cryptographic assumptions. Our proof extends to a stronger hardness
of approximation result, and this has interesting consequences for communication complexity.
We now describe in more detail each of our NP-hardness results and their implications.
1.1.1

NP-hardness of circuit minimization

First, let us fix some notation and terminology. A Boolean circuit consists of fan-in two AND
gates, fan-in two OR gates, and NOT gates. The input gates are labelled by variables x1 , . . . , xn .
1

The problem is also referred to as Boolean function or Boolean algebra minimization, logic synthesis, circuit
synthesis, logic minimization, circuit optimization, or multi-level minimization in different communities.
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We measure the size of a Boolean circuit C, denoted |C|, using the number of AND, OR, and
NOT gates in the circuit. (While this is the convention adopted here, our techniques are robust to
modifications of the circuit size measure and of the gate types in the circuit.)
We now introduce the circuit minimization problems considered in our work.
Multi-output Boolean functions. In practice, one is often interested in computing Boolean
functions f that have multiple output bits. Indeed, the vast majority of computations, such as
addition, multiplication, encryption schemes, error-correcting codes, solutions to search problems,
etc., have multiple outputs. In this case, MCSP can give a misleading picture of the circuit complexity of f . For example, if f is the problem of multiplying two n×n matrices over F2 , then computing
any specific choice of one of the n2 output bits of f requires a circuit with Ω(n) gates, which seems
to suggest a lower bound of Ω(n3 ) on matrix multiplication. Of course, it is widely-known that one
can beat the O(n3 ) time algorithm for matrix multiplication quite significantly!
This motivates the study of circuit minimization for multi-output Boolean functions. We begin
by fixing our notion of multi-output computation. The components of a multi-output Boolean
function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m are the single-output functions that compute the ith output bit of
f for i ∈ [m]. We say a Boolean circuit C computes a multi-output Boolean function f if for each
component fi of f , there is a gate or input wire in C that computes fi .
Definition 1. Multi-MCSP is defined as follows:
– Input. Positive integers n, m, and s represented in unary, and a (multi-output) Boolean
function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m represented by a string of length m · 2n .
– Output. The input is accepted if and only if there exists a Boolean circuit C of size at most
s that computes f .
Note that Multi-MCSP is in NP,2 and that this problem is at least as hard as MCSP.
Partial Boolean functions. Despite the fundamental nature of MCSP, in several natural scenarios
arising from practical or theoretical considerations one does not really care about the output of a
Boolean function on every string of length n.3 For instance, for a problem on graphs, one might be
interested only in graphs that are planar. In such situations, it becomes relevant to understand the
complexity of the corresponding function on a subset of inputs. This is more naturally captured
by a different formulation of MCSP, where irrelevant or inessential inputs of the Boolean function
are omitted. In other words, while MCSP refers to total Boolean functions, it is equally natural to
consider circuit minimization over partial Boolean functions.
Definition 2. Partial-MCSP is defined as follows:
– Input. A positive integer n represented in unary, a collection P of pairs (xi , bi ), where xi ∈
{0, 1}n and bi ∈ {0, 1}, and a positive integer s.
– Output. The input is accepted if and only if there exists a Boolean circuit C of size at most
s such that C(xi ) = bi for every pair (xi , bi ) ∈ P.
2
3

If the parameter s is large then the answer is trivial.
Such inputs are associated with “don’t care” values in the applied literature.
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Note that, like Multi-MCSP, Partial-MCSP is in NP and is at least at hard as MCSP.
Boolean functions over an arbitrary set of generators. We also consider circuit minimization
for (single-output, total) Boolean functions f : {0, 1}m → {0, 1} under an arbitrary set of generators.
To explain, let V be a finite set, called the ground set, and B = {Bi }i∈[m] a family of nonempty
sets Bi ⊆ V called generators, and let A ⊆ V . Then we let D(A | B) denote the minimum number
of unions, intersections, and complements that are required to construct A from the sets in B. More
precisely, the complement of a set U ⊆ V is defined as V \ U , and we represent a construction of
A from B as a sequence B1 , . . . , Bm , E1 , . . . , E` of sets in V such that E` = A and each set Ej is
either the union or intersection of two previously generated sets, or the complement of a previously
generated set. We assume for convenience that D(B | B) = 0 if B ∈ B. We refer to D(A | B) as the
discrete complexity 4 of A with respect to B.
It may then be seen the minimum number of AND, OR and NOT gates needed for a Boolean
circuit to compute a Boolean function f : {0, 1}m → {0, 1} is exactly D(f −1 (1) | B), where
V = {0, 1}m , and B = {x1 , . . . , xm } ⊆ {0, 1}m contains the input variables x1 . . . , xm , seen as
subsets of {0, 1}m (i.e.. xi is the set of strings w ∈ {0, 1}m such that wi = 1). So computing the
discrete complexity D(A | B), for given A and B, generalizes the task of computing the minimum
circuit size, by allowing for the consideration of generator sets B other than {x1 , . . . , xm }.
Another possibility is to consider circuit complexity over a family B of generators over a ground
set V other than the set of binary strings. For example, the graph complexity [see Juk12, §1.7] of a
given bipartite graph G = (U × V, E), with E ⊆ U × V , is D(E | B), where B contains all product
sets A × B with A ⊆ U and B ⊆ V . So computing the discrete complexity D(A | B), for given a
given A and B, also generalizes the task of computing graph complexity.
In analogy to MCSP, we now introduce the Minimum Discrete Complexity Problem (MDCP).
Definition 3. MDCP is defined as follows:
– Input. A positive integer n represented in unary describing the size of the ground set V = [n],
a target set A ⊆ V , a family B of nonempty subsets of V , and an integer s.
– Output. The input is accepted if and only if D(A | B) ≤ s.
It is easy to see that MDCP is in NP and that it is more general than MCSP. Our hardness
result for MDCP, discussed below, also holds under the assumption that the ground set V is a
hypercube {0, 1}m and that the collection B contains the sets generated by x1 , . . . , xm .
NP-hardness of MDCP, Partial-MCSP, and Multi-MCSP. Note that establishing the hardness of
these problems is necessary before proving hardness of MCSP. This is because instances of MCSP
can be easily converted into instances of each one them.
By adapting techniques from [Ila19], it is not hard to show that MDCP is NP-hard under randomized reductions. Moreover, this result almost immediately implies the NP-hardness of Partial-MCSP,
since there is a simple way of converting the circuit minimization of Boolean functions under an arbitrary set of generators into a problem about partial Boolean functions (see Section 3.3). We note
that previous works in learning theory [HJLT96, ABF+ 08] implicitly contain a substantially simpler
4

This general setting was already considered in [PRS88], see also §1.7.2 of Jukna’s book [Juk12]. By Stone’s
representation theorem for Boolean algebras, discrete complexity can be seen as the investigation of circuit complexity
with respect to an arbitrary Boolean algebra.
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proof that Partial-MCSP is NP-hard, even under deterministic reductions. Unfortunately, there is
strong evidence that this simpler proof has limitations. For instance, if it could be adapted to show
deterministic NP-hardness of MDCP for instances extending the hypercube, then EXP 6= ZPP. This
follows from an argument analogous to [MW15].
Proving the NP-hardness of circuit minimization for total functions seems to require a more
sophisticated argument. We are able to combine the technique that we use to show NP-hardness
of MDCP and Partial-MCSP with several new ideas to establish the following result.
Theorem 1. Multi-MCSP is NP-hard under many-one randomized polynomial time reductions.
We explain the insights leading to the proof of Theorem 1 in Section 1.2. The final argument
is not overly technical, though it took us considerable time to discover the right conceptual ingredients. Could it be the case that MCSP admits a randomized NP-hardness that relies on a clever
modification of existing techniques? As far as we know, the existence of a “standard” randomized
reduction would not imply a breakthrough such as a complexity class separation.
The hardness results mentioned above come with certain features and consequences that might
be of independent interest. We discuss them next.
Search-to-decision reductions for circuit minimization. The formula satisfiability problem
(SAT) admits a well-known search-to-decision reduction. In other words, if one can easily check
if a formula is satisfiable, then it is not much harder to find a satisfiable assignment, whenever
one exists. As a consequence of the NP-completeness of SAT, all NP-complete problems must
have search-to-decision reductions. On the other hand, designing a search-to-decision reduction for
MCSP is open. We refer to [CIKK16, Hir18] for recent developments in this direction which can be
interpreted as weak search-to-decision reduction for MCSP.
A corollary of Theorem 1 is that the search version of Multi-MCSP and its decision version
are computationally equivalent under polynomial-time randomized reductions. Inspired by this
consequence, we further investigate this phenomenon, and in Section 4.3 we describe a natural
deterministic search-to-decision reduction for Multi-MCSP. Additionally, we show in Section 3.4
that Partial-MCSP has a simple deterministic search-to-decision reduction. These search-to-decision
reductions rely on ideas employed in our NP-hardness proofs. This suggests that establishing the
NP-hardness of MCSP and obtaining a corresponding search-to-decision reduction might be closely
related tasks.
Satisfiability versus Learning. It is known that the appropriate average-case formulation5
of Partial-MCSP captures the complexity of learning general Boolean circuits under the uniform
distribution using random examples. This follows by a combination of the ideas in [Vad17] and
[BL93], and for completeness we provide a proof of this equivalence in Appendix A. Consequently,
we can base the hardness of learning Boolean circuits on the assumption NP * RP if and only if the
existence of an efficient algorithm for average-case Partial-MCSP implies the existence of an efficient
(worst-case) algorithm for Partial-MCSP (see Appendix A for details). We refer to [BT06, ABX08]
for more information about learning algorithms and average-case versus worst-case assumptions.
5

Here one needs to distinguish, for a random choice of polynomially many inputs xi , whether the labels bi are randomly generated or are consistent with a fixed circuit of size at most s. We say that an algorithm solves Partial-MCSP
on average (for a given choice of the size parameter s) if the distinguishing probability of this experiment is noticeable
on every circuit of size at most s.
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It seems interesting that the worst-case and average-case complexities of a natural problem
connect to satisfiability and learning, respectively. Further investigating these relations might be a
fruitful research direction.
1.1.2

NP-hardness of communication minimization

Let f : [n]×[n] → {0, 1, ∗} be a partial Boolean function. The two-party communication problem
of computing f is defined as follows. Alice is given x ∈ [n], Bob is given y ∈ [n], and they are
promised that f (x, y) is defined. Their goal is to exchange the minimum number of bits in order
to compute f (x, y). We refer to Section 5.1 for definitions, and to [Kus97] for more information
about communication complexity in general.
Note that many communication problems of interest are captured by partial Boolean functions,
such as Gap-Hamming-Distance (see e.g. [CR12]) and Unique-Disjointness (cf. [GP18]).
We are primarily interested in the computational hardness of estimating the communication
cost of optimal deterministic protocols for a given function f : [n] × [n] → {0, 1, ∗}. This function
will be naturally represented by an n×n matrix M ∈ {0, 1, ∗}n×n , so that M [x, y] = f (x, y) ∈ {0, 1}
if f (x, y) is defined over the input pair (x, y), and M [x, y] = ∗ otherwise. In order to state our main
result in the context of communication complexity, we introduce the Minimum Communication
Complexity Problem for partial Boolean functions.
Definition 4. Partial-MCCP is defined as follows:
– Input. A positive integer n represented in unary, a matrix M ∈ {0, 1, ∗}n×n representing a
partial Boolean function f : [n] × [n] → {0, 1, ∗}, and a positive integer s.
– Output. The input is accepted if and only if there exists a two-party deterministic protocol
for computing f whose communication cost is at most s.
Note that Partial-MCCP is in NP, as the full communication matrix is represented as part of the
input, and any non-trivial protocol for f can be described by a string of length polynomial in n.6
We prove that computing communication complexity and several related measures is NP-hard
under deterministic reductions.
Theorem 2. Partial-MCCP is NP-hard under many-one deterministic polynomial time reductions.
Furthermore, analogous results hold with respect to leaf complexity, partition number, cover number,
and the smallest number of nodes in a DAG-like protocol of a partial Boolean function.
Our hardness results are actually significantly stronger: we show that all these complexity
measures are hard to approximate in the context of partial Boolean functions. The NP-hardness
of approximating communication cost will be discussed in more detail below. The remaining four
measures — leaf complexity, partition number, cover number, and the smallest number of nodes in
a DAG-like protocol — are NP-hard to approximate up to a factor of n1−ε (for any fixed ε > 0),
which is essentially optimal.
We note that in the setting of NP-hardness results for MCSP with respect to restricted classes
of circuits, such as DNF [AHM+ 08] and DNF-XOR [HOS18], a successful strategy has been to first
establish hardness of a variant of the problem where the input is the full truth table of a given
6

In contrast to this definition, note that the NP-hardness result for circuit minimization of partial Boolean functions
refers to functions succinctly described by a list of its {0, 1}-valued entries.
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partial function. This is then followed by a reduction to the case of total functions. We leave as
an open problem whether Partial-MCCP can be reduced to minimizing communication complexity
of total matrices.
Hardness of approximating communication cost and its consequences. Our complexitytheoretic results have implications for the theory of communication complexity. In order to make
the discussion more concrete, we first consider an example.
The log-rank conjecture of Lovász and Saks [LS88] states that the deterministic communication
complexity of a total Boolean function f : [n] × [n] → {0, 1}, denoted D(f ), is characterized up to
a polynomial by the logarithm of the rank (over R) of the corresponding communication matrix
Mf . It is a basic, well-known fact that D(f ) ≥ log(rk Mf ) (cf. [KN97]). If we do not allow for a
super-constant additive error term, the log-rank conjecture says that there is a universal constant
c > 0 such that 1c D(f )1/c − c ≤ log(rk Mf ) for every total function f .
In the context of our work, the significance of this conjecture is that, if true, it would provide
an algorithm (compute the rank and take the logarithm) for approximating the deterministic communication complexity of a given total Boolean function. This algorithm runs in time polynomial
in the communication matrix, which means that computing such an approximation of D(f ) is not
NP-complete, unless P = NP. While the status of the log-rank conjecture remains unclear,7 there
may be other algebraic or analytic quantities that approximately capture communication cost.
Similar considerations can be made about the communication complexity of partial Boolean
functions. More generally, we would like it if there were some polynomial-time computable function
r that would estimate the communication complexity up to a polynomial, in the sense that for some
constant c > 0 and for every large enough n, any partial function f : [n] × [n] → {0, 1, ∗} satisfies
1
· D(f )1/c − c ≤ r(Mf ) ≤ c · D(f )c + c.
c
However, we are able to prove a strong negative result in this direction. We establish that
there is no function r as we just described, under the assumption that P 6= NP. This result is a
consequence of the techniques behind the proof of Theorem 2, which also imply certain hardness of
approximating results for communication complexity. In more detail, we prove that it is NP-hard
to approximate D(f ) up to a sub-exponential function of D(f ). (This result makes sense because
D(f ) might be a constant independent of n.) Additionally, we prove that it is NP-hard to estimate
D(f ) with an additive error term of (1 − Ω(1)) log n, or within a fixed but arbitrary constant factor.
We refer to Section 5.3 for the precise statements.

1.2
1.2.1

Techniques
Circuit complexity

The proof of Theorem 1 builds on insights from several works on the complexity of circuit
minimization, including the references [AHM+ 08], [MW15] [HOS18], and [Ila19].
In [AHM+ 08], the authors provide a new proof that DNF-MCSP is NP-hard, i.e., the variant of
MCSP where the circuit complexity of the input function is measured with respect to DNF size.
7

In a recent paper, Chattopadhyay et al. [CMS19] (see also [SdW18, ABT18]) showed that an analogous conjecture
for randomized communication complexity is false.
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Their proof employs a deterministic reduction from a set cover problem. More precisely, in the rdef
Bounded Set Cover Problem (cf. [GJ79]), we are given a collection S of subsets of [n] = {1, . . . , n},
and the goal is to cover [n] with the minimum number of such sets. We are also promised that each
set S ∈ S has size at most r. The argument of [AHM+ 08] relies on the NP-hardness of solving this
problem on certain structured inputs.
Extending the techniques of [AHM+ 08], a more recent work [HOS18] established that (DNFXOR)-MCSP is NP-hard under deterministic reductions. Crucial for the argument of [HOS18] to go
through is the stronger result proved by [Tre01] showing that r-Bounded Set Cover is NP-hard even
to approximate (the proof in [Tre01] relies on ideas from [Fei98]). In particular, for any constantfactor approximation parameter α, there exists a parameter r independent of n such that computing
an α-approximation of the optimal cover size in r-Bounded Set Cover is NP-hard. Intuitively, this
hardness of approximation result provides more flexibility when implementing a reduction from a
cover problem to a circuit minimization problem.
Note that the results discussed above rely on the weakness of the circuit classes (DNF and
DNF-XOR) to establish the NP-hardness of the corresponding circuit minimization problems. In
particular, structural properties of these low-depth circuits are explored in crucial ways. On the
other hand, hardly anything is known about the limitations of unrestricted Boolean circuits. For
instance, while exponential lower bounds are known against DNF-XOR circuits [CS16], the strongest
known explicit lower bounds against general Boolean circuits are of the form cn for a small constant
c (cf. [IM02, FGHK16]). Perhaps this explains in part why many researchers have been pessimistic
about the possibility of extending such techniques to show NP-hardness of circuit minimization for
more expressive classes of Boolean circuits.
Moreover, some results (see [MW15], [HP15], and [Ila19, Appendix B]) strongly suggest that
designing deterministic reductions for circuit minimization problems that refer to general circuits
might be a challenging task. Formally, [MW15] proved that if MCSP is NP-hard under polynomialtime deterministic many-one reductions, then EXP 6= ZPP. In other words, it is not possible
to design a deterministic reduction showing NP-hardness of MCSP without a breakthrough in
complexity theory. While it is not immediately clear to us if this connection applies to problems
such as Multi-MCSP, given these results it is more natural to focus on randomized reductions.
In sharp contrast to previous works, which have considered the NP-hardness of circuit minimization for restricted circuit classes, [Ila19] has recently established the NP-hardness of MCSP for
unrestricted circuits with oracle gates. In more detail, let MOCSP (Minimum Oracle Circuit Size
Problem) be the problem where we are given a parameter s and total functions f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}
and g1 , . . . , gt : {0, 1}m → {0, 1}, and the goal is to decide if f can be computed by a circuit with
at most s AND, OR, NOT, and ORACLE gates, where each ORACLE gate can compute any one
of the functions gi . Perhaps surprisingly, [Ila19] was able to exploit the presence of arbitrary oracle
gates to show that MOCSP is NP-hard under randomized reductions.
While computations with oracles might behave very differently than normal computations,8 this
result gave us some optimism, and it was the starting point of our investigation. Our techniques
build on the reduction of [Ila19], which relies in part on ideas from [AHM+ 08] and [HOS18].
Similarly to [HOS18] and [Ila19], we will also employ the NP-hardness of approximating rBounded Set Cover. Our proofs are technically not very involved, and we focus here on some key
conceptual ideas. We refer to Sections 3 and 4 for details.
8
For instance, it is well known that there exist oracles A and B such that PA 6= NPA and PB = NPB , respectively
[BGS75].
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First, we sketch the proof that MDCP is NP-hard. Building on this argument, we discuss the
NP-hardness of Multi-MCSP under many-one polynomial-time randomized reductions (Theorem 1).
Hardness of circuit minimization under arbitrary generators (MDCP). We are given a
collection S = {S1 , . . . , Sm } of sets Si ⊆ [n], where each set Si has size at most r. The goal is
to compute from S and [n] an input instance of MDCP whose complexity approximates the cover
complexity of [n] with respect to S.
One can view the cover complexity of [n] with respect to S as measuring the complexity of “generating” the set [n] from the sets in S using only union operations. In more detail, let cover([n], S)
denote the smallest possible number of sets in S required to cover [n]. It is easy to see that, if
cover([n], S) ≤ `, then [n] can be generated from the sets in S using at most ` fan-in-two union
operations. Similarly, it is not hard to see that if [n] can be generated using ` fan-in-two union
operations when starting from sets in S, then a trivial upper bound is that cover([n], S) ≤ 2`. In
other words, the minimum number of fan-in-two union operations necessary to generate [n] from
sets in S gives a 2-approximation for cover([n], S).
The discussion above shows that cover([n], S) = Θ(D∪ ([n] | S)), where DO (A | B) denotes the
minimum number of O-operations sufficient to generate A from B when only set operations in O
are allowed. It is not hard to see that intersections are not helpful when generating the entire
“ground set” [n]. More precisely, one can easily argue that cover([n], S) = Θ(D{∪,∩} ([n] | S)) by
simply replacing intersections by unions. This simple argument and the hardness of approximating
set cover can be used to show thatit is NP-hard to compute circuit complexity.
We consider next the case of non-monotone operations, which are also present in discrete complexity. Note that when negations (complementations) are allowed, the argument sketched above
completely breaks down: by taking the complement of a single set in S, one might be able to cover
most of [n]. In order to handle this issue, a new ingredient seems necessary. Instead of translating
the cover problem given by ([n], S) into a direct instance D([n] | S), we employ a more involved
construction based on an idea from [Ila19]. (Intuitively, the construction inoculates the power of
negations.) In more detail, we map each element i ∈ [n] to a block Bi of size n2 inside the larger
ground set V = [n3 ]. This induces a partition of V into B1 , . . . , Bn . A set Sj ∈ S = {S1 , . . . , St } is
mapped to the union of the blocks Bi with i ∈ Sj . We now consider a certain set A ⊆ [n3 ] with nice
properties, and use the previously described map to create an instance D(A | WS1 , . . . , WSt ), where
each WSj is the intersection of A with the union of the sets Bi with i ∈ Sj . (By construction, a
cover of [n] by sets in S provides a way to write any set A as a union of its corresponding sets WSj .)
For a random set A (and for this reason we can only get a randomized reduction), we are able
to show that with high probability the discrete complexity D(A | WS1 , . . . , WSt ) approximates the
cover complexity cover([n], S). Roughly speaking, this is true because a random set A is so complex
that taking negations of the sets WSj does not really help to considerably reduce its complexity,
and the best way to generate A is essentially to use a cover of [n] by sets in S as a recipe. This
allows us to prove that computing discrete complexity is NP-hard under randomized reductions.
Hardness of circuit minimization for multi-output Boolean functions. Next, we try to
adapt the NP-hardness result for discrete complexity to Multi-MCSP. Loosely summarizing, the
discrete complexity reduction works as follows (continuing with the notation from before):
(1) Randomly convert a set cover problem ([n], S) into an essentially equivalent set cover problem
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(A, WS1 , . . . , WSt ) on a larger ground set in a way that (with high probability) the randomness
inoculates against there being way of building A from WS1 , . . . , WSt that is significantly better
than the naive method of unioning over an optimal set cover.
(2) Compute how hard it is to build A from WS1 , . . . , WSt by outputting D(A | WS1 , . . . , WSt ).
We translate each of these two steps into a Multi-MCSP version separately. For the first step,
we translate the sets (A, WS1 , . . . , WSt ) into the truth tables (T, TS1 , . . . , TSt ) corresponding to the
sets’ characteristic functions, and then replace the notion of building a set from other sets by the
notion of computing a function on some input given the values of other functions on that input. In
detail, the Multi-MCSP version of Step (1) becomes
(1’) Randomly convert a set cover problem ([n], S) into an essentially equivalent set cover problem
(A, WS1 , . . . , WSt ) on a larger ground set in a way that (w.h.p.) the randomness inoculates
against the existence of a circuit C satisfying T (x) =
W C(x, TS1 (x), . . . , TSt (x)) that is significantly smaller than the naive method of computing S∈S0 TS (x) where S0 ⊆ S is an optimal
cover.
The main technical challenge for the Multi-MCSP reduction comes from the lack of a simple translation for Step (2). To some degree, this is because there is a “type mismatch” between the problems
of computing discrete complexity, where you have a notion of computing “from,” and the problem
of Multi-MCSP, where there is no notion of computing “from,” only a notion of computing “in
addition to.” Perhaps the closest Multi-MCSP analogue to how hard it is to compute T “from”
TS1 , . . . , TSt is the quantity
def

∆ = CC(T • TS1 • · · · • TSt ) − CC(TS1 • · · · • TSt )
where the notation f1 •. . .•fk denotes the multi-output function whose components are the functions
f1 , . . . , fk . Informally, the quantity ∆ corresponds to how much harder is it to compute T along
with TS1 , . . . , TSt than it is without T .9
However, this quantity does not really compute what we want it to compute. For example, if
there is an optimal circuit for computing TS1 • · · · • TSt that also computes T at some gate (which
might be possible), then ∆ = 0. But a solution to a non-trivial set cover problem is never zero!
One might hope that we could use randomness again to inoculate against these possibilities, but
we have not yet figured out how to do so.
Our key idea for overcoming this barrier is to add additional output functions in order to force
TS1 , . . . , TSt to be computed in a way such that (with high probability) none of the gates used for
computing TS1 , . . . , TSt compute T or even help very much in computing T . These new outputs
will correspond to the functions we want computed “along the way” to computing TS1 , . . . , TSt .
The actual implementation of this idea is rather subtle, but here is an, admittedly sketchy,
outline. Let D be the circuit that computes TS1 • · · · • TSt by just computing each of these functions
individually via their naive DNF formula. Our random choice of T can be shown to ensure that
none of the functions computed by gates in D “help too much in computing T .” Next, define
the Evaluation Function induced by D, denoted Eval-D, to be the multi-output function whose
components are all those functions which are either computed by a gate in D or an input wire in
D. Finally, the Multi-MCSP version of Step (2) will be
9

The above definition of ∆ brings to mind the chain rule for Kolmogorov complexity K(x | y) = K(xy) − K(y) +
O(1), so one may think intuitively of ∆ as measuring the “complexity”, or “entropy”, of T given TS1 . . . TSt .
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(2’) Compute how hard it is to compute T at some input from the values of TS1 , . . . , TSt at that
def

input by outputting ∆0 = CC(T • Eval-D) − CC(Eval-D).
Since any circuit for computing Eval-D can be converted into a circuit for T • Eval-D using at
most t gates (since T = TS1 ∨ · · · ∨ TSt ), the parameters in our reduction can be set so that the
overwhelming number of gates in an optimal circuit for T • Eval-D are functions that are computed
in D which we know do not “help too much in computing T .” We can then show that the quantity
∆0 approximates how hard it is to compute T on some input given the values of TS1 , . . . , TSt on
that input, which in turn, by Step (1’), approximates the size of an optimal cover in (n, S).
1.2.2

Communication complexity

The intractability of computing deterministic communication complexity is known under certain
cryptographic assumptions [KW09]. However, it is unclear how to exploit the techniques in their
work to prove a hardness result under a worst-case assumption (see also [KW09, Remark 4.4]).
While in the context of circuit minimization we have explored reductions from variants of the
set cover problem, the proof of Theorem 2 relies on a reduction from graph colorability. The NPhardness of approximating the chromatic number of a given graph G is now well established (see
[LY94, Has96, FK98, Zuc06]): it is NP-hard to approximate χ(G) up to a factor of n1−ε , where n
is the number of nodes in G, and ε > 0 is an arbitrary constant.
Our reduction from graph colorability to Partial-MCCP is elementary, and we describe it next.
Given a graph G = ([n], E), where E ⊆ [n]
2 , we construct from it a partial function fG : [n] ×[n] →
{0, 1, ∗}, such that the complexity of fG under any of the measures considered in Theorem 2 will give
us an approximation on χ(G). The partial function fG is given by fG (i, j) = 1 if i = j, fG (i, j) = 0 if
{i, j} ∈ E, and fG (i, j) is undefined otherwise. Note that the matrix MG ∈ {0, 1, ∗}n×n encoding fG
is easily constructed from the input graph G. This completes the description of the communication
problem output by the reduction.
For the reader familiar with standard notions from communication complexity, we briefly explain
why the communication complexity of fG (denoted by D(fG )) provides information about χ(G).
First, it is not hard to show that the 1-cover number of MG is exactly the chromatic number of G.
Using the relation between 1-cover number and deterministic communication complexity, this shows
that D(ff ) ≥ χ(G). On the other hand, it can be shown that there is a deterministic protocol for
MG which has no more than 2 · χ(G) leaves in its protocol tree. Moreover, this protocol is balanced,
and this provides a useful upper bound on D(f ). Theorem 2 will then follow from these two claims.
While this reduction and the aforementioned n1−ε -inapproximability results for graph coloring
allow us to derive strong hardness of approximation results for communication measures such as leaf
complexity and partition number, there is a significant loss with respect to computing D(f ). This
happens because in the worst-case D(f ) is only logarithmically related to the other measures. As
a consequence, these results are insufficient to establish the consequences described in the second
part of Section 1.1.2. To achieve that, we rely on more recent results on the hardness of graph
coloring for a different regime of parameters. In more detail, we make crucial use of the works
of Huang [Hua13] and Wrochna and Živný [WŽ19]. They established that, for any large enough
constant k, it is NP-hard to distinguish k-colorable graphs from graphs that are not g(k)-colorable,
where the function g is exponential in k. This translates to new hardness results for approximating
D(f ), and we refer to Section 5.3 for more details.
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1.3

Further related work

In this section we provide additional pointers to works and research directions related to our
results.
Circuit minimization of Boolean functions (MCSP). The circuit minimization problem for
single-output Boolean functions with respect to a circuit class C (denoted by C-MCSP) is known
to be NP-complete when C ∈ {DNF, DNF-XOR}. Hardness of DNF-MCSP was first established
by Masek [Mas79], with alternate proofs appearing in [Czo99, AHM+ 08]. This result has also
been extended to an almost tight hardness of approximation result for DNF-MCSP (see [KS08]).
The NP-hardness result for (DNF-XOR)-MCSP is more recent [HOS18]. We are not aware of NPhardness results for C-MCSP for stronger classes. We refer to [Rav13] for more information on
circuit minimization for restricted computational models, and for pointers to several related works.
In the case of general Boolean circuits, MCSP is known to be hard for NC1 (and for slightly
stronger classes) under non-uniform AC0 reductions [OS17, GII+ 19]. Moreover, it has been proved
that any function in P can be approximated with noticeable advantage by AC0 circuits containing
a single oracle gate that decides MCSP [OS17]. Other works have established that every problem
in the complexity class SZK (including graph isomorphism) is efficiently reducible to MCSP (see
[AD14, AGvM+ 18]). Interestingly, it has been proved under a cryptographic assumption that
a version of MCSP with a large gap between positive and negative instances is NP-intermediate
[AH17].
Several works have shown that establishing the NP-hardness of MCSP with respect to certain
classes of reductions would have significant implications to our understanding of algorithms and
complexity. For some restricted notions of reduction, hardness results cannot be established even
for very simple subclasses of P (see [MW15]). We refer to [KC00, MW15] and subsequent papers
[HP15, HW16, AH17, AIV19] for more information about this line of work. We discussed the
influence of these works in our results in Section 1.2.
It is widely known that if solving MCSP is feasible then modern cryptography is insecure [PV88,
RR97]. The hardness of MCSP also plays a fundamental role in circuit complexity via the notion of
natural proofs [RR97], and more recently in connection to hardness magnification [OPS19, MMW19]
(see the paragraph on unconditional lower bounds below). As mentioned above, MCSP is closely
related to learning algorithms, and we refer to [CIKK16] and to Section A for more details.10 The
hardness of MCSP and C-MCSP is also connected to questions in proof complexity (cf. [Kra11,
MP17]). For several relations between MCSP and complexity theory, we refer to [KC00].
As mentioned in Section 1.2, it is known that that an extension of MCSP to circuits with oracle
gates is NP-hard under randomized reductions [Ila19]. A different formulation of MCSP with oracles
has been investigated in [AHK17, HW16, IKV18].
Note that many results discussed above also apply to circuit minimization for partial and multioutput functions, since the corresponding problems generalize MCSP.
Partial Boolean functions (Partial-MCSP) and learning algorithms. The circuit minimization
problem for partial Boolean functions with respect to DNF size was shown to be NP-hard by Levin
10

Indeed, the opening question in our abstract is also naturally captured by investigations about the power and
limitations of learning algorithms. Modern results in complexity theory and learning theory show that circuit minimization and learning are directly related tasks.
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in his seminal work [Lev73].11 A proof of this NP-hardness result can be found for instance in
[UVS06]. Kearns and Valiant [KV94a] showed cryptographic hardness for (Formula)-Partial-MCSP,
and a proof that Partial-MCSP is NP-complete under deterministic reductions is implicit in [HJLT96]
and [ABF+ 08].
The complexity of Partial-MCSP plays a crucial role in learning theory. More precisely, the
search version of C-Partial-MCSP for a concept class C has long been known to be hard with respect
to problems in computational learning theory ([BEHW87]; see also [KV94b, Chapter 2]). In other
words, an efficient algorithm for the search version of C-Partial-MCSP implies that C(poly) is PAC
learnable in polynomial time (this is often referred to as the “Occam’s Razor” principle). This
has led to numerous learning algorithms, since the problem is known to be solvable by non-trivial
algorithms if C is simple enough (for example, in the case of decision lists [Riv87]). Other works
have established NP-hardness results for slightly more complex classes C, such as decision trees
[HJLT96]12 , or neural networks with a fixed topology [Jud87, BR92].
More recently, [Vad17] proved that an efficient algorithm for C-Partial-MCSP also implies PAC
learnability. Indeed, he showed that these two tasks are equivalent when one considers a relaxation
of worst-case C-Partial-MCSP. (In Section A, we adapt his result to the case of learnability under
the uniform distribution.) A certain robust variant of Partial-MCSP is also known to be tightly
connected to learnability in the agnostic case (see [KL18] for more details).
Ko [Ko90] considers the problem MINLT (which roughly corresponds to a variant of Partial-MCSP
based on Turing machines rather than circuits) and shows that there exist oracles O such that
MINLTO is not complete for NPO under polynomial-time Turing reductions.
Multi-output Boolean functions (Multi-MCSP) and circuit minimization in practice.
There have been quite a few developments on the theoretical aspects of multi-output circuit minimization, and some of these works have had an impact on the practice of circuit minimization.
Indeed, chip designers are interested in (and have developed many heuristics for) solving the circuit
minimization problem for multi-output (partial) Boolean functions under different input representations. The problem has a long history (see e.g. Karnaugh [Kar53] for two-level minimization and
Roth and Karp [RK62] for multi-level minimization), and we refer to a textbook such as [HS06] for
details.
Regarding theoretical hardness results, Boyar, Matthews, and Peralta [BMP08] show that the
multi-output minimization problem for computing linear forms (computing Ax where A is a fixed
matrix and x is the input vector) in the restricted model of “linear straight-line programs” (where
operations consist of taking linear combinations of inputs) is NP-hard.
Unconditional complexity lower bounds for MDCP, Partial-MCSP, and Multi-MCSP. Results from the emerging area of hardness magnification (see e.g. [OPS19, MMW19]) show that
weak unconditional lower bounds for MCSP and related problems against a variety of computational models can be magnified to complexity separations as strong as P 6= NP. It is worth noting
that Partial-MCSP has played a crucial role in the proof of earlier results in this area, both in circuit
complexity [OS18, Theorem 1] and in proof complexity [MP17, Proposition 4.14]. Motivated in
11

This result corresponds to Problem 2 in the English translation of Levin’s paper, which can be found in the
appendix of [Tra84].
12
Note that this NP-hardness result for decision trees is for partial functions, represented by a list as in Definition
2. For total functions, the problem is solvable in polynomial time by a simple dynamic programming algorithm.
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part by hardness magnification, it is now known that most combinatorial circuit lower bounds established in complexity theory can be shown to hold for MCSP as well (see [GII+ 19, CKLM19] and
references therein). All these results immediately imply state-of-the-art lower bounds for MDCP,
Partial-MCSP, and Multi-MCSP, since the instances of MCSP easily embed into these problems.
Hardness of estimating communication complexity. It has long been known that computing
the non-deterministic communication complexity of a given total function is NP-hard [Orl77]. We
refer to a subsequent work [LY94] for an inapproximability result.
In the setting of deterministic communication complexity, which is the main focus of our results, the following was known. In [KW09], Kushilevitz and Weinreb proved under cryptographic
assumptions that one cannot efficiently compute the communication complexity of a given total
two-player function f : [n] × [n] → {0, 1}. In more detail, if one assumes that there are pseudorandom function generators in NC1 which fool polynomial size distinguishers, then it is hard to
estimate communication complexity with an approximation ratio of ≈ 1.1. On the other hand, if
one assumes that there are pseudorandom function generators in NC secure against distinguishers
of sub-exponential size, then the hardness result is improved to an approximation ratio of order
n1/2 .
To our knowledge, previously to our work no result was known on the hardness of estimating
deterministic communication complexity under worst-case assumptions.

2

Preliminaries

We let [n] denote the set {1, . . . , n}.
We will use the NP-hardness of approximating Set Cover with respect to sets of bounded size
[Tre01]. A weaker version of the result from [Tre01] is sufficient.
We say that sets S1 , . . . , S` cover a set T if T ⊆ S1 ∪ · · · ∪ S` . For a collection of sets S and a
set T , we use cover(T, S) to denote the minimum number of sets in S necessary to cover T .
Definition 5 (r-Bounded Set Cover Problem). For a positive integer r, the r-Bounded Set Cover
Problem is defined as follows:
– Input. A positive integer nSrepresented in unary, and a collection S of nonempty subsets of
[n]. We are promised that S∈S S = [n] and that |S| ≤ r for each S ∈ S.
– Output. The value cover([n], S).
For convenience, we defined the r-Bounded Set Cover Problem as an optimization problem
instead of decision problem.
Theorem 3 (Hardness of approximating r-Bounded Set Cover [Tre01]). For every constant α ≥ 1
there exists r ∈ N such that approximating the r-Bounded Set Cover Problem within a factor of α
is NP-hard. More precisely, for every L ∈ NP, there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that, on
input x, outputs a parameter k and an instance (1m , S) of the r-Bounded Set Cover Problem such
that if x ∈ L then cover([m], S) ≤ k, and if x ∈
/ L then cover([m], S) > α · k.
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3

Warm-up: NP-hardness for arbitrary generators and partial
functions

We establish in this section the NP-hardness of MDCP, and as an easy corollary, provide a
self-contained proof of the NP-hardness of Partial-MCSP. The argument consists of two steps: a
randomized (approximate) reduction from r-Bounded Set Cover to MDCP, and a deterministic
reduction from MDCP to Partial-MCSP.

3.1

Notation

Recall that we consider a generalization of Boolean circuit complexity originally proposed and
investigated in a particular context by [PRS88]. Let V be a finite set (also referred to as the
ground set). Given a family B = {Bi }i∈[m] of nonempty sets Bi ⊆ V (also referred to as the
family of generators) and a set A ⊆ V , we let D(A | B) denote the minimum number of unions,
intersections, and complements that are required to construct A from the sets in B. More precisely,
the complement of a set U ⊆ V is defined as V \ U , and we represent a construction of A from B
as a sequence B1 , . . . , Bm , E1 , . . . , E` of sets in V such that E` = A and each set Ej is either the
union or intersection of two previously generated sets, or the complement of a previously generated
set. We assume for convenience that D(B | B) = 0 if B ∈ B. We refer to D(A | B) as the discrete
complexity of A with respect to B.

3.2

A reduction from r-Bounded Set Cover to MDCP

We will use instances of MDCP with a particular structure. This makes the second reduction
from MDCP to Partial-MCSP more transparent.
Let V be a ground set, and B = {B1 , . . . , Bn } be a collection of nonempty subsets of V . For
an element v ∈ V , we use v ↑ ∈ {0, 1}n (the “lifted” version of v) to denote the string with the
property that vi↑ = 1 if and only if v ∈ Bi . We say that a collection B is complete (with respect
to V ) if the following holds: if a, b ∈ V and a↑ = b↑ then a = b. In other words, distinct elements
of V have different liftings with respect to B. Our reduction from r-Bounded Set Cover to MDCP
will always produce a family of generators that is complete.
Let r be a large enough constant, so that say 10-approximating r-Bounded Set Cover is NPdef
hard. Given an instance (1n , S) of this problem, the reduction proceed as follows. Fix V = [n3 ].
Partition V into n blocks V1 , . . . , Vn , where |Vi | = n2 for each i ∈ [n]. Given a set A ⊆ V , we let
def

Ai = A∩Vi . Now view V as the set {0, 1}3 log n , and for each j ∈ [3 log n], let Bj = {v ∈ V | vj = 1}.
def

For convenience, we let F = {B1 , . . . , B3 log n }. Note that any family B of generators that contains
F is complete with respect to V .
def
Let A−i = {A1 , . . . , Ai−1 , Ai+1 , . . . , An }. We say that a set A is critical if, for every i ∈ [n],
D(A | F ∪ A−i ) > n · log n.
It is not hard to show that a uniformly random set A ⊆1/2 V is typically critical.
Lemma 1. Let A ⊆1/2 V be sampled by letting v ∈ A independently with probability 1/2 for each
v ∈ V . Then,
Pr[A is critical ] → 1 as n → ∞.
A
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Proof. For a fixed i ∈ [n], we argue below that
Pr[D(A | F ∪ A−i ) ≤ n · log n ] = o(1/n).
A

The lemma follows by a union bound.
Note that, conditioning on the choice of A1 , . . . , Ai−1 , Ai+1 , . . . , An , the set Ai is still a uniformly distributed subset of Vi . Moreover, after we fix F and A−i , any construction of a set
E ⊆ V from F ∪ A−i using s operations can be described by a binary string of length at most
O(s · (log s + log n)). Since |Vi | = n2 , the probability that the discrete complexity of A (conditioned
on the choice of A1 , . . . , Ai−1 , Ai+1 , . . . , An ) given F ∪ A−i falls below s = n · log n is at most
2O(s·(log s+log n))
= o(1/n).
2n2
Since this holds for any choice of A1 , . . . , Ai−1 , Ai+1 , . . . , An , the desired probability upper bound
holds.
We assume from now on that we have efficiently produced a critical set A. (Our randomized
reduction will always be correct on a critical set.) Note that so far we have only inspected the input
3
1n from (1n , S). Our approximate reduction outputs a triple (1n , A, BS ), where A is generated as
def S
above, and whose family BS is defined as follows. For each set S ∈ S, let WS = i∈S Ai . Now set
def

BS = F ∪ {WS | S ∈ S}.
3

Clearly, the triple (1n , A, BS ) can be efficiently computed from (1n , S).
We argue next that computing D(A | BS ) allows us to 2-approximate cover([n], S).
Lemma 2. If cover([n], S) = ` then D(A | BS ) ≤ `.
Proof. Let S1 , . . . , S` be a cover of [n] using sets from S. Then, by construction of the sets WS , we
get that A = WS1 ∪ · · · ∪ WS` . In particular, it is possible to construct A using at most ` operations
(unions) starting from the sets in BS .
Lemma 3. If D(A | BS ) = ` then cover([n], S) ≤ 2`.
def

Proof. Let t = |S|, and suppose that E1 , . . . , E` represent a construction of A = E` from sets in
BS . For convenience, we write BS = F ∪ {WS1 , . . . , WSt }. In order to prove Lemma 3, we need the
following simple claim.
Claim 1. E1 , . . . , E` depend on at most 2` sets from {WS1 , . . . , WSt }.
This claim holds simply because each set Ej depends on at most 2 other sets. One may replace
2` by ` + 1 by arguing more carefully, that any `-node directed acyclic graph with fan-in 2 and
a single sink node has at most ` + 1 source nodes. But this tighter bound is unnecessary for our
purpose.
Continuing with the proof of Lemma 3, and relabelling some indexes if necessary, we assume for
convenience of notation that the construction of A from BS depends only on F ∪ {WS1 , . . . , WS2` }.
In other words,
D(A | F ∪ {WS1 , . . . , WS2` }) ≤ `.
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S
Since WSj = i∈Sj Ai and |Sj | ≤ r, we get that D(WSj | {Ai }i∈Sj ) ≤ r. In turn, by composing
constructions, we obtain that
D(A | F ∪ {Ai }i∈S1 ∪ · · · ∪ {Ai }i∈S2` ) ≤ ` · r.
We can assume that r < log n for a large enough n. In addition, notice that if ` > n then the
statement of Lemma 3 is trivial, since by assumption S always covers [n] and as a consequence
cover([n], S) ≤ n. But from r < log n and ` ≤ n it follows that the expression above can be upper
bounded by n · log n. Given that A is critical, it must be the case that the sets S1 , . . . , S2` cover
[n]. In other words, cover([n], S) ≤ 2`, which completes the proof.
Consequently, it immediately follows from Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 and from Theorem 3 that MDCP
is NP-hard to compute under polynomial-time randomized reductions.

3.3

A reduction from MDCP to Partial-MCSP

Let (1n , A, B, s) be an input to MDCP. We can assume from the properties of the previous
reduction that B is complete. We will also assume without loss of generality that A is nonempty.
We create an instance of Partial-MCSP as follows.
For every v ∈ V , where V = [n], we consider the corresponding lifted vector v ↑ ∈ {0, 1}k
described above, where B = {B1 , . . . , Bk } and each Bi ⊆ V is nonempty. We let
def

def

V ↑ = {v ↑ | v ∈ V } ⊆ {0, 1}k and A↑ = {a↑ | a ∈ A} ⊆ V ↑ .
Consider the partial Boolean function fA : V ↑ → {0, 1} defined by fA (x) = 1 if and only if x ∈ A↑ .
The reduction outputs the tuple (1n , P, s), where
def

P = {(x, fA (x)) | x ∈ V ↑ }.
It is easy to see that this tuple can be efficiently computed from the input (1n , A, B). In order to
establish the correctness of this reduction, it suffices to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4. The partial Boolean function fA : V ↑ → {0, 1} agrees with a Boolean circuit of size at
most s if and only if D(A | B) ≤ s.
Proof. The lemma is intuitively clear, since the lifting operation ↑ induces a bijection between V =
[n] and V ↑ ⊆ {0, 1}k . (This is the case because by assumption B is complete.) For completeness,
we provide more details below.
Let A ⊆ V be an arbitrary nonempty set, and assume that B is complete. If the circuit size of
fA is 0, then it must be the case that this circuit is simply xi for some i ∈ [k]. But then v ∈ A iff
fA (v ↑ ) = 1 iff vi↑ = 1 iff v ∈ Bi . Equivalently, A = Bi . By convention, we have D(Bi | B) = 0. The
other direction is analogous. This establishes the base case corresponding to s = 0.
Suppose now that C is a Boolean circuit of size s > 0 that agrees with fA over V ↑ . Replace
each input variable xi of C by the set Bi ∈ B, and each Boolean operation AND, OR, and NOT
in C by the corresponding set operation ∩, ∪, and complementation. We claim that this induces a
construction of A from B.
In order to see this, fix any element v ∈ V . More generally, we claim that the i-th gate of
C outputs 1 on v ↑ if and only if the i-th set Ei constructed under this transformation contains
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the element v. For the input gates, this follows from the discussion above. To prove this for the
i-th gate gi , assume that the result holds for x1 , . . . , xk , g1 , . . . , gi−1 (viewed as subsets of V ↑ ), and
consider the corresponding construction B1 , . . . , Bk , E1 , . . . , Ek (these are subsets of V ) induced by
the transformation. Then it easily follows from the induction hypothesis that gi (v ↑ ) = 1 if and
only if v ∈ Ei , regardless of the Boolean operation performed at gi over the preceding gates. For
instance, if gi = gi1 AND gi2 for i1 , i2 < i, then gi (v ↑ ) = 1 iff gi1 (v ↑ ) = 1 and gi2 (v ↑ ) = 1 iff v ∈ Ei1
and v ∈ Ei2 iff v ∈ Ei1 ∩ Ei2 = Ei .
Obtaining an upper bound on the circuit complexity of fA from an upper bound on D(A | B)
can be done using the reverse transformation. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.
Composing the reductions above completes the proof of NP-hardness of Partial-MCSP.

3.4

Search-to-decision reduction for Partial-MCSP

Recall that in Search-Partial-MCSP we are given (1n , P), where P = {(xi , bi )}i∈[t] for some t ∈ N,
xi ∈ {0, 1}n , and bi ∈ {0, 1}. The goal is to output a circuit C of minimum size that is consistent
with P. In this section, we show that this problem can be solved in deterministic polynomial-time
using an oracle APartial -MCSP that solves Partial-MCSP. We assume that APartial-MCSP outputs the
optimal circuit size s ∈ N (a simple binary search suffices to obtain this value using oracle calls to
Partial-MCSP).
We describe a recursive procedure B with access to APartial-MCSP that solves Search-Partial-MCSP.
The input to B is of the form (1` , Q), where Q is a collection of input pairs in {0, 1}` × {0, 1}. The
initial call to B that solves Search-Partial-MCSP will be of the form B(1n , P). For convenience, we
rely on a polynomial-time sub-routine Consistent(Q, C) that returns true if and only if circuit C
over input variables y1 , . . . , y` is consistent with Q.
Algorithm B:
Input. A pair (1` , Q).
Output. A minimum size circuit C over y1 , . . . , y` that is consistent with Q.
1. If Consistent(Q, yi ) holds for some i ∈ [`], return the circuit represented by input variable yi .
2. Otherwise, for each operation ? ∈ {∨, ∧, ¬}, and for each appropriate choice of one or two
operands from {y1 , . . . , y` }:
2.1. Let Q+ extend each pair (y, b) ∈ Q to a pair (y + , b) ∈ {0, 1}`+1 × {0, 1}, where the new
coordinate corresponds to the result of the operation. Moreover, let D(y1 , . . . , y` ) be a depth-1
circuit of size 1 corresponding to the same operation.
2.2. If APartial -MCSP(1`+1 , Q+ ) < APartial -MCSP(1` , Q), invoke B(1`+1 , Q+ ). Let C + (y1 , . . . , y`+1 )
def

be the circuit returned by this call. Return the description of C(y1 , . . . , y` ) = C + (y1 , . . . , y` , D(y1 , . . . , y` )).
We sketch next the proof that B(1` , Q) runs in polynomial time, and that it always returns a
consistent circuit of minimum size. Let s = APartial -MCSP(1` , Q). The proof of correctness is by
induction on s, i.e., the induction hypothesis is that the algorithm is correct on every input pair
(1` , Q) whose circuit complexity is at most s.
If s = 0, then an input variable yi must be consistent with Q. In this case, algorithm B correctly
returns such a circuit in step (1) above. Assume now that s ≥ 1 and that the induction hypothesis
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holds for any input whose complexity is at most s − 1. For the induction step, let (1` , Q) be an
input to Search-Partial-MCSP for which APartial -MCSP(1` , Q) = s. Since s > 0, using any bottom
layer gate in any optimal circuit for Q, it follows that there is at least one Boolean operation whose
corresponding set Q+ defined in step (2.1) will pass the test performed in step (2.2). Now consider
any recursive call in step (2.2), which might not necessarily come from a bottom gate in an optimal
circuit for Q. By the induction hypothesis, a circuit C + consistent with the corresponding collection
Q+ and of size at most s − 1 is returned. Clearly, the resulting circuit C obtained from C + and
from the corresponding circuit D is consistent with Q and has size at most s. This completes the
induction step, and the proof of correctness of B.
For the running time, note that on every instance (1` , Q) of B we have s = APartial -MCSP(1` , Q) ≤
O(` · |Q|). Consequently, at most s nested recursive calls are made. In each call, Consistent(Q, yi )
can be computed in time O(|Q| · (` + s)). We also consider in the worst case all possible operations
over a set of at most ` + s input coordinates, and there are at most O(` + s)2 such operations.
Consequently, B runs in time at most O(s · (|Q| · (` + s) + (` + s)2 )) = O(` · |Q|)3 .

4
4.1

Main result: NP-hardness of circuit minimization for multioutput functions
Definitions

Multi-output Functions, Concatenations, and Truth Tables. For a multi-output Boolean
function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m , the components of f are the single-output functions f1 , . . . , fm
where fi : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} is defined so fi (x) equals the ith output bit of f (x).
For a multi-output Boolean function f , we let the circuit complexity of f , denoted CC(f ), be
the minimum size of any circuit computing f .
For strings x, y ∈ {0, 1}? , we let x•y denote the concatenated string. We identify a multi-output
n
Boolean function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m with the concatenated string T1 • · · · • Tm ∈ {0, 1}m·2 where
T1 , · · · , Tm are the truth tables of the components f1 , . . . , fm respectively.
If f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m1 and g : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m2 are Boolean functions with the same
number of inputs, we define the concatenated Boolean function f • g : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m1 +m2 given
by f • g(x) = f (x) • g(x).
P
We also use the symbol to indicate concatenation in a similar way that
acts for addition.
For example, if T1 , . . . , Tm are truth tables of functions with the same number of inputs, then we
use the notation i∈[m] Ti to indicate T1 • · · · • Tm .
The Evaluation Function and Multi-output Computation. Each circuit C induces a multioutput Boolean function we call the Evaluation Function of C, denoted Eval-C, that computes the
outputs of each of the gates in C. In more detail, for a circuit C that takes n inputs and has
s gates, the evaluation function induced by C, denoted Eval-C : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}s+n , is given by
x1 • · · · • xn • g1 • · · · • gs where xi is the function computed by the ith input wire of C and gj is
the function computed by the jth gate in C (for this to be well-defined, we need to fix an ordering
of the gates of C, but, for our purposes, any ordering will do).
Using the Evaluation Function, an equivalent definition of multi-output circuit computation to
the one given in the introduction is that a Boolean circuit C computes a (multi-output) Boolean
function f if and only if every component of f is a component of Eval-C.
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Windows of Truth Tables. Given a truth table T of length n and a subset S ⊆ [n], we define
the S-window of T , denoted ThSi , to be the truth table of length n that (informally) “sees” T on
the elements of S and zeroes everywhere else. Rigorously,
(
T (x) if x ∈ S,
ThSi (x) =
0
otherwise.
Canonical DNF Circuits For each (single output) Boolean function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}, it will
be useful to fix an algorithm that outputs a single “canonical” Boolean circuit for computing f .
For our purposes, many algorithms are possible, but, for concreteness, we will define the canonical circuit of a Boolean function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} to be the naive DNF formula for f , denoted
DNFf , given by
def

DNFf = ((x1 = y11 ) ∧ · · · ∧ (xn = yn1 )) ∨ · · · ∨ ((x1 = y1t ) ∧ · · · ∧ (xn = ynt ))
where
• y 1 , . . . , y t are the YES inputs of f in lexicographical order,
• x1 , . . . , xn index the bits of the input string x,
• y1j , . . . , ynj index the bits of y j for each j ∈ [t],
• and for i ∈ [n] and j ∈ [t], (xi =

yij )

(
xi
is syntax for
¬xi

if yij = 1,
if yij = 0.

It is easy to see that DNFf can be computed in polynomial-time given the truth table of f .
Moreover, reading the above definition of DNFf from left to right gives a natural way of defining
the kth gate in DNFf , whereby the kth gate corresponds to the kth gate symbol appearing in the
above formula. This fact will later be useful in our analysis.
Lifting Sets Our reduction will use a way to lift subsets into subsets on larger ground sets.
To do this, we will first define a canonical partition of [m] into n parts for m ≥ n. Let P m,n =
(P1m,n , . . . , Pnm,n ) be the partition of [m] into n parts given by
Pim,n = {j ∈ [m] : j ≡ i

mod n}.

From this partition, we can now lift subsets as follows. Let n ≤ m ∈ N. Let S ⊆ [n]. The m-lift
of S, denoted S m , is the set given by
[ m,n
def
Pi .
Sm =
i∈S

4.2

A reduction from r-Bounded Set Cover to Multi-MCSP

In order to show that Multi-MCSP is NP-hard, we give a probabalistic polynomial-time manyone reduction with one-sided error from a constant approximation of r-Bounded Set Cover to
Multi-MCSP.
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In fact, for convenience, our reduction will be from the optimization version of approximating
r-Bounded Set Cover to the optimization version of Multi-MCSP (computing CC), but it will be
easy to see that our reduction can be converted into the desired reduction for the corresponding
decision problems.
Let r be a large enough constant, so that say 10-approximating r-Bounded Set Cover is NPhard. Given an instance (1n , S) of this problem, the reduction proceeds as follows. Let m = O(n3 )
be the least power of two greater than n3 . Let T be a uniformly random truth table of length m.
I.e., T is a binary string in {0, 1}m , representing a function from {0, 1}log m to {0, 1}. Compute the
truth table of
def
g =
Eval-DNFThSm i .
S∈S

Let k be the number of distinct components of g that are not functions computed by an input gate,
that is,
def
k = |{gi : gi is a component of g and gi 6= xj for all j ∈ [log m]}|.
The reduction then outputs

13
def

∆ = CC(T • g) − k.
First, we argue that this procedure runs in polynomial time. The only two steps that may raise
concern are whether we can compute the truth table of g efficiently and whether we can compute
k efficiently.
To show that the truth table of g can be computed efficiently, it suffices to show that for each
S ∈ S, the truth table of Eval-DNFThSm i can be computed in time polynomial in n. Computing
ThS m i can be done in time O(m + |T |) = O(m) and outputs a truth table of length m. The
canonical DNF of the truth table ThS m i can be computed in time polynomial in |ThS m i | = m, and
the resulting DNF has log m inputs and size at most O(m log m). Finally, computing the Evaluation
Function of a circuit with log m inputs and O(m log m) gates can be done in time O(m3 ) by just
evaluating the circuit on every input. Hence, putting these all together, computing the truth table
of Eval-DNFThSm i can be done in time polynomial in m = O(n3 ).
To see that we can compute k efficiently, realize that we have already computed the full truth
table of g and that removing any components computed by one of the log m input wires along with
any duplicate components takes time at most quadratic in the length of the truth table of g.
Now, we will argue for the correctness of the reduction. We will show that
cover([n], S)/4 − 4

≤

∆

(with high probability
using Lemma 6)

≤

cover([n], S),

(unconditionally
using Lemma 5)

and thus, with high probability ∆ computes a 10-approximation of r-Bounded Set Cover when n
is sufficiently large.14 Moreover, this computation has one-sided error since the upper bound holds
unconditionally.
Thus, after proving Lemmas 5 and 6, we will have shown that there is a randomized polynomialtime many-one reduction with one-sided error from 10-approximating r-Bounded Set Cover to
Multi-MCSP.
Before proving Lemmas 5 and 6, we make the following observation about computing g.
13

For the decision problems, we can determine if there is a 10-approximate set cover of size ` by outputting
Multi-MCSP(T • g, k + `), which computes whether ∆ ≤ `.
14
Since cover([n], S) ≥ n/r (using that the sets in S have cardinality at most r), we will actually get that, for each
 > 0, ∆ gives a 4 +  approximation with high probability when n is sufficiently large.
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Proposition 1. If a circuit C computes g, then there are k distinct gates in C that compute
components of g. Moreover, CC(g) = k.
Proof. We begin by proving the first statement, which also implies the lower bound CC(g) ≥ k.
Suppose C is a circuit that computes g. Then every distinct component of g has a (necessarily
distinct) input wire or gate from C that computes that component. Therefore, since g has k
distinct components that are not computed by an input wire, C must have at least k distinct gates
computing components of g.
Next, we sketch the proof of the upper bound CC(g) ≤ k. Let C be the circuit built as follows.
For each S ∈ S, iterate through the gates g in DNFThSm i in topological order. Let  ∈ {∧, ∨, ¬}
be the gate type of g. If g computes a function that is already computed by C, then ignore it.
Otherwise, add a  gate to C that takes as input(s) those gate(s) in C that compute the function(s)
which are fed as inputs to g in DNFThSm i (we are guaranteed to find such gates in C since we are
iterating in topological order).
By construction, C computes g. (Recall that g = S∈S Eval-DNFThSm i , and our construction
ensures C computes every function computed by a gate in DNFThSm i for any S ∈ S.) Moreover,
our construction maintains that every gate in C computes a component of g that is not computed
by any other gate or input wire. Thus, since g has at most k unique components not computed by
input wires, C has at most k gates.
One consequence of Proposition 1 is that ∆ = CC(T • g) − CC(g). With this fact, we can prove
our two main lemmas.
Lemma 5. If cover([n], S) = `, then ∆ ≤ `.
Proof. Let S1 , . . . , S` be a cover of [n] using sets from S. Then, by construction, we have that
T = ThS1m i ∨ · · · ∨ ThS`m i . Since ThS1m i , . . . , ThS`m i are components of g, this implies that
∆ = CC(T • g) − CC(g) ≤ `
as desired.
Lemma 6. Let ` be the largest integer such that cover([n], S) ≥ 4`. Then, ∆ > ` with high
probability.
Proof. Our strategy will be as follows. We say that the choice of T is bad if, for that choice of T ,
∆ ≤ `. We will then upper bound the number of bad T by showing such T have short descriptions.
Fix some bad T . Then ` ≥ ∆ = CC(T • g) − k, so CC(T • g) ≤ ` + k. Since there is a circuit
C computing T • g using at most ` + k gates and k of the gates in C must compute the unique
components of g (using Proposition 1), it follows that there is a circuit D that takes (log(m) + k)inputs and has at most ` gates such that
D(x, g1 (x), . . . , gk (x)) = T (x)
for all x ∈ {0, 1}log m where g1 , . . . , gk are the unique components of g. Moreover, since D has only
` gates of fan-in 2, it uses at most 2` of the components of g in the circuit. Thus, after a possible
relabeling of g1 , . . . , gk , we can assume D takes at most (log(m) + 2`)-inputs and that
D(x, g1 (x), . . . , g2` (x)) = T (x).
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Hence, to describe T , we just need to have a description for D as well as a description for
g1 , . . . , g2` . Indeed, this will be the last step in our eventual description of T . We present the
eventual description now so as to guide the reader. Our proof will subsequently proceed working
through this description from bottom to top.
1. Given
• a subset J ⊆ [n] of size at most ≤ n(1 −
•
•
•
•

1
2r )

for each j ∈ J a partial truth table encoding (j, Vj ) ∈ [n] × {0, 1}m/n+1
r-bounded subsets S1 , . . . , S2` ⊆ [n] whose union is J,
gate numbers u1 , . . . , u2` ∈ [2m log m],
and a circuit D of size ` with (n + 2`) inputs

2. For j ∈ J, let ThPjm,n i be the function whose values on Pjm,n in lexicographic order are given
by the binary string Vj and is zero everywhere else
W
3. For i ∈ [2`], let ThSim i = j∈Si ⊆J ThPjm,n i
4. For i ∈ [2`], let gi be the function computing by the ui th gate of DNFThSm i
i

5. Let T (x) = D(x, g1 (x), . . . , g2` (x))
Step 4: Describing the gi . Since g1 , . . . , g2` are components of g and g = S∈S Eval-DNFThSm i ,
there exist u1 , . . . , u2` and S1 , . . . , S2` such that each gi is the ui th gate of DNFThSm i for i ∈ [2`].
i
Moreover, each ui ≤ 2m log m by the trivial upper bound on the number of gates in a canonical
DNF.
Step 3: Describing the ThSim i . Next, we focus on encoding ThSim i for some i. Since Sim =
S
W
m,n
(by construction of Sim ), we have (by construction of ThSim i ) that ThSim i = j∈Si ThPjm,n i .
j∈Si Pj
Thus, to compute ThSim i for all i ∈ [2`], it suffices to know S1 , . . . , S2` as well as ThPjm,n i for all
def S
j ∈ J = i∈[2`] Si .
Step 2: Describing ThPjm,n i for j ∈ J. The key to our encoding is to realize that |J| cannot be
too large, and thus, we do not need to know ThPjm,n i for all j ∈ [n]. Since cover([n], S) ≥ 4`, and J
is the union of 2` sets from S, it follows that |J| ≤ n − 2`. Moreover, we have that
n/r ≤ cover([n], S) < 4` + 4
where the first inequality comes from the sets in S having cardinality at most r and the second
inequality comes from the definition of `. Thus,
1
n
+ 2 = n(1 − ) + 2.
2r
2r
Moreover, we can encode ThPjm,n i for j ∈ J very efficiently. To describe ThPjm,n i , it suffices
to describe j and then give the list of values of ThPjm,n i on the set Pjm,n in lexicographic order.
Since |Pjm,n | ≤ m/n + 1 (essentially by construction), we can encode this list of values by a string
Vj ∈ {0, 1}m/n+1 (where we pad this string with extra zeroes if |Pjm,n | < m/n + 1).
|J| ≤ n − 2` < n −
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Step 1: Counting the bits in the description. Now, we count the number of bits in our
description of T . Describing J requires n-bits. For j ∈ J, each partial truth table encoding (j, Vj )
1
requires at most 2 log n + m/n + 1 bits. Using that |J| ≤ n(1 − 2r
), we get that all these encodings
1
require at most n(1 − 2r )(2 log n + m/n + 1) bits. Encoding the r-bounded subsets S1 , . . . , S2` ⊆ [n]
requires at most 2n` ≤ n2 bits (here we use the fact that 4` ≤ n since cover([n], S) = 4`). Encoding
the gate numbers u1 , . . . , u2` requires at most 4` log(2m log m) = O(n log n) (using that 4` ≤ n and
that m = nO(1) ). Finally, describing a circuit with ` gates and (n + 2`) input bits where 4` ≤ n
requires O(n log n) bits. Putting this all together and using that m = O(n3 ), we get that T can be
described using
1
1
n + (n(1 − ) + 2)(2 log n + m/n + 1) + n2 + O(n log n) = (1 − )m + O(n2 ) = (1 − Ω(1))m
2r
2r
(1−Ω(1))m
bits. Thus, the number of bad T is upper bounded by 2
, so the probability that T is bad
is at most 2−Ω(m) .

4.3

Search-to-decision reduction for Multi-MCSP

A similar “bottom-up” search-to-decision reduction to the one for Partial-MCSP works for
Multi-MCSP. Recall, in the Search-Multi-MCSP problem, the goal is a to output a Boolean circuit C of minimum size computing a (multi-output) Boolean function f .
We will now describe a deterministic polynomial-time procedure to solve Search-Multi-MCSP
using an oracle to Multi-MCSP. In our algorithm, we will assume access to an oracle that computes
CC, the exact circuit complexity of a (multi-output) Boolean function, but one can compute CC
efficiently using an oracle to Multi-MCSP. Finally, our algorithm will work recursively and actually
solve a slightly stronger problem.
Our algorithm makes use of the Evaluation Function Eval-C defined in Subsection 4.1, where
our precise notion of multi-output computation can also be found. Additionally, we say a circuit
C is a subcircuit of a circuit D if D can be obtained by adding gates to C.
Algorithm E:
Input. The truth table of a multi-output Boolean function f with n inputs and a circuit C
with n input variables x1 , . . . , xn and s gates g1 , . . . , gs .
Output. A minimum-sized circuit D computing f among circuits containing C as a subcircuit.
1. If C computes f , then return C.
2. Otherwise, for each operation ? ∈ {∨, ∧, ¬}, and for each appropriate choice of one or two
operands from {x1 , . . . , xn , g1 , . . . , gs }:
2.1. Let C + be the circuit obtained by adding a ? gate to C with the chosen operands.
2.2. If CC(Eval-C + ) > CC(Eval-C) and CC(f • Eval-C + ) = CC(f • Eval-C), then output
E(f, C + ).
If Algorithm E works as claimed, then it is easy to see that invoking E on a multi-output
Boolean function f and an empty circuit yields the desired search-to-decision reduction.
We now sketch the proof that E runs in polynomial-time and returns the claimed output on
def
input (f, C). We argue by induction on the quantity s = CC(f • Eval-C) − CC(Eval-C) (intuitively,
s is the minimum number of gates that need to be added to C in order to compute f ).
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If s = 0, then it must be that C computes f . (By a similar argument to Proposition 1,
CC(Eval-C) is exactly the number of distinct components of Eval-C not computed by input wires. It
follows that any function computed by a gate in an optimal circuit for Eval-C must be a component
of Eval-C and therefore be computed by C.) Thus, Algorithm E correctly returns C in step (1).
Now assume that s ≥ 1. Let D be a circuit computing f of minimum-size among circuits
containing C as a subcircuit.
Claim 2. There is a gate in D whose function that computes a function h such that h is not
computed in C and such that h can be computed by applying an operator ? ∈ {∨, ∧, ¬} to operand(s)
solely from the set {x1 , . . . , xn , g1 , . . . , gs }.
Proof. Imagine labeling as depth-0 all the input variables and gates in D whose functions are
computed in C. Next, inductively define all other gates to have depth one more than the maximum
depth of their input gates. Since D computes f and C does not, there is at least one gate in D with
positive depth. Therefore there must be one gate with depth-1. Any gate with depth-1 satisfies the
property that it is not computed in C and can be computed by adding a single operator to C.
As a consequence of this, we get that some C + will pass the test in Step (2.2).
Claim 3. At least one choice of operator and operand(s) in Step (2.1) will pass the test in Step
(2.2).
Proof. Let h be the function guaranteed by Claim 2 that is computed by some choice of apply some
operator ? ∈ {∨, ∧, ¬} to some operand(s) solely from the set {x1 , . . . , xn , g1 , . . . , gs }, and let C +
be the circuit obtained by adding this gate to C. Since h is not computed by C and C + is obtained
by adding a gate to C, it follows that CC(Eval-C + ) > CC(Eval-C). Next, since h is computed by D
and C is a subcircuit of D, it follows that every function computed by a gate in C + is computed
by a gate in D. Thus, we have that CC(f • Eval-C + ) ≤ |D|. Combining this with the optimality of
D and the fact that C is a subcircuit of C + , we have that
CC(f • Eval-C) ≤ CC(f • Eval-C + ) ≤ |D| = CC(f • Eval-C).
Therefore, CC(f • Eval-C + ) = CC(f • Eval-C), and so C + passes the test in Step (2.2).
Now, let C + be any circuit that passes the test in Step (2.2). Then the quantity
s+ = CC(f • Eval-C + ) − CC(Eval-C + ) < CC(f • Eval-C) − CC(Eval-C) = s
using the test conditions in Step (2.2). Thus, by the inductive hypothesis, E(f, C + ) returns a
circuit D that is a minimum sized circuit for f among circuits containing C + as a subcircuit.
Since C + contains C as a subcircuit, it follows that D also contains C as a subcircuit. Moreover,
|D| = CC(f • Eval-C + ) = CC(f • Eval-C) (by a test condition). Hence, D is a minimum-sized circuit
for f among circuits containing C as a subcircuit, as desired.
Finally, we argue that Algorithm E runs in polynomial-time on input (f, C 1 ). Let T be the
truth table of f . Then a lower bound on the input length is m = |T | + |C 1 |. We will show that E
runs in time polynomial in m.
First, we upper bound the number of recursive calls c. Let (f, C 1 ), . . . , (f, C c ) denote the
successive inputs to E made by the recursive calls where (f, C 1 ) is the original input. Using
induction on the two test conditions in Step (2.2), we have that
CC(Eval-C c ) ≥ CC(Eval-C 1 ) + c − 1
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and that
CC(f • Eval-C c ) = CC(f • Eval-C 1 ).
On the other hand, we have that
CC(f • Eval-C 1 ) ≤ CC(Eval-C 1 ) + O(|T | log |T |)
as witnessed by the circuit that uses trivial DNFs to compute each component of f individually
and a minimum-sized circuit for Eval-C 1 to compute Eval-C 1 . Putting these facts together, we get
that
CC(Eval-C 1 ) + c − 1 ≤ CC(Eval-C c )
≤ CC(f • Eval-C c )
= CC(f • Eval-C 1 )
≤ CC(Eval-C 1 ) + O(|T | log |T |),
so the number of recursive calls c = O(|T | log |T |) = O(m2 ).
Next, we analyze the computation required in recursive call i ∈ [c]. Since Algorithm E adds at
most one gate to C in each recursive call and i ≤ c, we have by induction that
|C i | ≤ |C 1 | + c − 1 = O(|C 1 | + m2 ) = O(m2 ).
Therefore, the computation in Step (1) of checking whether C i computes T can be done in time
O(|T ||C i |) = O(m3 ) (by just evaluating C i on all inputs). Next, trying all possible operands on all
pairs of input variables and circuit gates from C i in Step (2) takes at most O((|C i | + n)2 ) = O(m4 )
time. Lastly, it is easy to see that Steps (2.1) and Steps (2.2) run in O(m) time. Thus, each recursive
step of Algorithm E runs in time O(m4 ) and there are O(m2 ) recursive calls, so Algorithm E runs
in time O(m6 ).

5
5.1

On the NP-hardness of communication minimization problems
Background

Hardness of graph coloring. Our NP-hardness reduction is from the chromatic number problem:
Definition 6 (Chromatic number). A coloring of an undirected graph G, is a partition of the
vertices such that no edge has both endpoints in the same part. The chromatic number of a graph
G, denoted χ(G), is the smallest number of parts of a coloring of G.
The NP-hardness of approximating the chromatic number has been established by a series of
results [LY94, Has96, FK98], culminating in a paper by Zuckerman [Zuc06], where the following
was proven:
Theorem 4 ([Zuc06]). For every constant ε > 0 it is NP-hard to approximate χ(G) for a given
n-vertex graph G, with an approximation ratio better than n1−ε . More precisely, for every L ∈ NP
and ε > 0, there exists a polynomial-time algorithm that, on input x, outputs a parameter k and
an n-vertex graph G such that if x ∈ L then χ(G) ≤ k, and if x ∈
/ L then χ(G) > n1−ε · k.
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In the reductions above, the parameter k is Θ(nε ). More recent results on the hardness of
approximating chromatic number allow for a different gap, where k is constant as n grows, and we
wish to distinguish graphs which are k-colorable from graphs which are not g(k)-colorable, for a
fast-growing function g : N → N. An original such result with g(k) = k Ω(log k) was shown by Khot
1/3
[Kho01], which was later improved to g(k) = 2Ω(k ) by Huang [Hua13]. The latest result, by
k
Wrochna and Živný [WŽ19], achieves g(k) = bk/2c
:
Theorem 5 ([WŽ19]). Let k ≥ 4 be a natural number. For every L ∈ NP, there exists a polynomialtime algorithm that,
/L
 on input x, outputs an graph G such that if x ∈ L then χ(G) ≤ k, and if x ∈
k
.
then χ(G) > bk/2c
Communication complexity of relations and partial functions. We will need the following
definitions.
Definition 7. We will call a two-player communication relation, or simply a relation, to any
subset F ⊆ X × Y × Z, where X , Y, Z are finite sets, such that, for every (x, y) ∈ X × Y, there
exists at least one z ∈ Z with (x, y, z) ∈ F .
Given a relation F ⊆ X × Y × Z, and a pair (x, y) ∈ X × Y, we let
F (x, y) = {z ∈ Z | (x, y, z) ∈ F } =
6 ∅.
The matrix with X -indexed rows and Y-indexed columns, whose (x, y) entry is F (x, y), is called the
communication matrix of F .
Given a relation F ⊆ X × Y × Z, a rectangle R = A × B ⊆ X × Y, and an element z ∈ Z, we
say R is z-monochromatic for F , if (x, y, z) ∈ F for all (x, y) ∈ R. We say R is monochromatic
for F if there exists a z ∈ Z with R being z-monochromatic for F .
A partial two-player function is a relation f ⊆ X × Y × Z such that, for every (x, y) ∈ X × Y,
either |f (x, y)| = 1, in which case we say f is defined at (x, y), or f (x, y) = Z, in which case we
say f is undefined at (x, y). If f is defined at (x, y), we write f (x, y) = z in place of f (x, y) = {z},
and if f is undefined at (x, y), we write f (x, y) = ∗, instead of f (x, y) = Z.
Definition 8 (P(F )). Given a relation F ⊆ X × Y × Z, a partition of F is a family Π of
monochromatic rectangles for F , such that every (x, y) ∈ X × Y appears in exactly one rectangle of
Π. The partition number of a relation F ⊆ X × Y × Z, denoted P(F ) is the smallest possible size
of a partition of F .
Definition 9 (C(F )). Given a relation F ⊆ X ×Y ×Z, a cover of F is a family Γ of monochromatic
rectangles for F , such that every (x, y) ∈ X × Y appears in at least one rectangle of Γ. The cover
number of a relation F ⊆ X × Y × Z, denoted C(F ) is the smallest possible size of a cover of F .
In the context of Boolean-valued functions, the usual notion of cover number [see Juk12, §4.2,
p. 97], and related notion of non-deterministic communication complexity, only require that the 1s
of the communication matrix are covered.
Definition 10 (C1 (F )). Given a partial two-player function f : X × Y → {0, 1}, a 1-cover of F is
a family Γ of 1-monochromatic rectangles for F , such that every (x, y) ∈ X × Y having f (x, y) = 1
appears in at least one rectangle of Γ. The 1-cover number of f , denoted C1 (F ) is the smallest
possible size of a 1-cover of F . We then define the non-deterministic communication complexity
of f to be N(f ) = dlog C1 (f )e.
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Definition 11. A protocol π over X × Y is a rooted tree:
• Each node v is associated with a rectangle π −1 (v) = A × B ⊆ X × Y.
• Each non-leaf node v, with π −1 (v) = A × B, is labeled by either (a) a partition A = A0 ∪· A1
of A, in which case we say it is Alice’s node or (b) a partition B = B0 ∪· B1 of B, in which
case we say it is Bob’s node.
• The rectangle associated with the root is X × Y.
• If a non-leaf node v of Alice has π −1 (v) = A × B and is labeled by a partition A = A0 ∪· A1
of A, then for each c ∈ {0, 1} there will be a unique child vc of v, with π −1 (vc ) = Ac × B;
similarly for Bob’s nodes.
Definition 12 (L(F ), D(F )). Let F ⊆ X × Y × Z be a relation, and π a protocol over X × Y. We
say that π is a protocol for F if, for any leaf ` of π, the rectangle π −1 (`) is monochromatic for F .
We then let L(F ) be the smallest possible number of leaves in a protocol for F , and we let D(F ) be
the smallest possible depth of a protocol for F .
Note that the rectangles associated with the leaves of a protocol for F form a partition of F ,
any partition of F is a cover of F , and any cover of F contains a 1-cover of F , and hence we get
the following:
Lemma 7. For any relation F ⊆ X × Y × Z, L(F ) ≥ P(F ) ≥ C(F ), and for a partial two-player
function f : X × Y → {0, 1}, C(f ) ≥ C1 (f ).
Definition 13. A DAG-like protocol γ over X × Y is a directed acyclic graph:
• γ has a single source node, called the root, and one or more sink nodes, called leaves.
• Each node v is associated with a rectangle γ −1 (v) = A × B ⊆ X × Y.
• Each non-leaf node v, with γ −1 (v) = A × B, is labeled by either (a) a partition A = A0 ∪· A1
of A, in which case we say it is Alice’s node or (b) a partition B = B0 ∪· B1 of B, in which
case we say it is Bob’s node.
• The rectangle associated with the root is X × Y.
• If a non-leaf node v of Alice has γ −1 (v) = A × B and is labeled by a partition A = A0 ∪· A1
of A, then for each c ∈ {0, 1} there will be an edge from v to a node vc of γ, which must be
such that Ac × B ⊆ γ −1 (vc ); similarly for Bob’s nodes.
Definition 14 (S(F )). Let F ⊆ X ×Y ×Z be a relation, and γ a DAG-like protocol over X ×Y. We
say that γ is a DAG-like protocol for F if, for any leaf ` of γ, the rectangle γ −1 (`) is monochromatic
for F . We then let S(F ) be the smallest possible number of nodes in a DAG-like protocol for F .
Note that: (1) a protocol with k leaves is a DAG-like protocol with 2k − 1 nodes, (2) the
rectangles associated with the leaves of a DAG-like protocol form a cover of F , and (3) any DAG
with 1 source node, k sink nodes, and maximum out-degree 2 has at least 2k − 1 nodes in total.
Hence:
Lemma 8. S(F ) ≤ 2L(F ) − 1 and S(F ) ≥ 2C(F ) − 1.
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5.2

A reduction from Graph Coloring to Partial-MCCP


Let us be given a graph G = ([n], E) with E ⊆ [n]
2 , and consider the partial two-player Boolean
function fG : [n] × [n] → {0, 1, ∗}, given by


1 if i = j,
fG (i, j) = 0 if {i, j} ∈ E,


∗ if {i, j} ∈
/ E.
By fG (i, j) = ∗ we mean that fG (i, j) is undefined, which is to say Alice and Bob may output any
value when given (i, j) as input.
Theorem 6. We have L(fG ) ≤ 2χ(G) and C1 (fG ) = χ(G).
Proof. To show that L(fG ) ≤ 2χ(G), consider the simple protocol where Alice and Bob have agreed
on a coloring of G, so Alice begins by sending the color of her vertex, and Bob replies whether the
color of his vertex is the same. If the two colors match, they output 1, and otherwise they output
0.
This is a protocol for f , since a valid coloring of G will only color i and j by the same color if
i = j, or {i, j} ∈
/ E, in which case 1 is a valid output. If i and j are colored differently, then i 6= j,
and so 0 is a valid output. This protocol has 2χ(G) leaves.
To show that C1 (fG ) ≤ χ(G), we cover the diagonal by 1-monochromatic rectangles; each such
rectangle corresponds to a color c, and is the smallest rectangle containing all diagonal entries (i, i)
for vertices i of G that are colored c.
Now suppose we have any positive cover Γ for f . The diagonal entries must be covered by
1-monochromatic rectangles of Γ, so consider the coloring of G which colors vertex i ∈ [n] by
the 1-monochromatic rectangle which covers (i, i). By our choice of f , any two diagonal entries
belonging to the same 1-monochromatic rectangle are not connected by an edge of G. And so this
gives us a valid coloring of G, which implies that χ(G) ≤ |Γ|.

5.3

Consequences of the reduction

We may now take Theorems 6 and 4, together with Lemmas 7 and 8, to obtain:
Corollary 1. For any constant ε > 0, it is NP-hard to approximate L(f ), P(f ), C(f ), C1 (f ) and
S(f ), for a given partial function f : [n] × [n] → {0, 1, ∗}, with an approximation ratio better than
n1−ε .
Observe that this hardness of approximation result with a ratio of n1−ε is very close to optimal,
since all aforementioned measures for a partial two-player function f : [n] × [n] → {0, 1, ∗} are
upper-bounded by 2n. Improving upon this might still be possible, and we leave it as an open
problem.
Now notice that the protocol given in the proof of Theorem 4 is balanced. For this reason,
its depth is logarithmic in the number of leaves. Thus, since computing L(f ) is hard up to an
approximation ratio of n1−ε , it follows that computing the communication complexity D(f ) for
a given partial function f : [n] × [n] → {0, 1, ∗} is hard, even if we allow for an additive error
term of (1 − ε) log n. Since D(f ) ≤ log n, this implies that we cannot approximate D(f ) with an
approximation ratio better than ≈ 1ε , which we can take as an arbitrarily large constant. The same
reasoning applies to non-deterministic communication complexity.
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Corollary 2. For any constant ε > 0, it is NP-hard to approximate D(f ) or N(f ), for a given partial
function f : [n] × [n] → {0, 1, ∗}, with an error term smaller than (1 − ε) log n. For any constant
c > 1, it is NP-hard to approximate D(f ) or N(f ), for a given partial function f : [n]×[n] → {0, 1, ∗},
with an approximation ratio better than c.
Let us now prove that, assuming P 6= NP, there is no polynomial-time computable approximate
characterization of the communication complexity of a partial Boolean function. This is captured
by a more general result, which is an immediate consequence of the reduction presented in Section
5.2 and Theorem 5.
Theorem 7. Let λ, η : R≥0 → R≥0 be functions such that η(1 + log x) < λ(0.99x) for all sufficiently large x. Moreover, assume that these functions are non-decreasing for every large enough
x. Then, if P 6= NP, there is no polynomial-time computable function r, which accepts as input the
communication matrix Mf ∈ {0, 1, ∗}n×n of a partial Boolean function f : [n] × [n] → {0, 1, ∗}, and
for every large enough n outputs a value r(Mf ) such that
λ(D(f )) ≤ r(Mf ) ≤ η(D(f )).
Proof. Suppose that functions λ, η, and r exist as described in the statement of the theorem. Let
L be any language in NP, and assume that k is a sufficiently large constant. For any x ∈ {0, 1}n ,
let Gx be the corresponding graph given by Theorem 5. Then let fx = fGx be as defined in
Section 5.2 above, and let Mx be the communication matrix of fx . If x ∈ L, we then have by
Theorem 6 that k ≥ χ(Gx ) ≥ 21 L(fx ), and because the protocol for fx that witnesses this fact is
balanced, we get 1 + log k ≥ D(fx ). Hence
η(1 + log k) ≥ η(D(fx )) ≥ r(Mx ). If, on the other hand,

k
< χ(Gy ) = C1 (fy ) ≤ L(fy ), and thus 0.99k < D(fy ). Then
y ∈
/ L, then we have 20.99k < bk/2c
λ(0.99k) ≤ λ(D(fy )) ≤ r(My ). But since λ(0.99k) > η(1 + log k) using our assumptions on these
functions and on k, it follows that r(My ) > r(Mx ). As a consequence, the polynomial time function
r can be used to distinguish positive and negative instances of L. Since L is an arbitrary language
in NP, we get that P = NP. This completes the proof.
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A

The connection between average-case Partial-MCSP and learning

A few years ago, [CIKK16] established an equivalence between solving MCSP on average and
learning Boolean circuits under the uniform distribution using membership queries.15 In this section,
we describe a similar equivalence between the average-case complexity of Partial-MCSP and learning
Boolean circuits under the uniform distribution using random examples. The result is implicit in
the work of [Vad17], and similar ideas have appeared in the literature before (see e.g. [BFJL93]).
Here we simply translate these ideas to the language of circuit minimization.16
First, we formalize the learning model. For a Boolean function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}, an example
oracle EX (f ) for f is a procedure that when invoked returns a pair (x, f (x)) consisting of a uniformly
distributed string x ∈ {0, 1}n and its label f (x). We say that a circuit C is ε-close to a function
f if Prx [C(x) 6= f (x)] ≤ ε. A randomized algorithm A learns a class of Boolean functions F with
accuracy ε and confidence δ if, for every f ∈ F of the form f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}, when A is given
access to an example oracle EX (f ),
Pr

[AEX (f ) (1n ) outputs a circuit C that is ε(n)-close to f ] ≥ 1 − δ(n).

A, EX (f )

The confidence parameter δ(n) can be easily boosted without a significant increase of running
time. In particular, a learner that succeeds with probability at least 1/poly(n) can be transformed
into a learner that fails with probability at most 1/poly(n) with just a polynomial overhead in the
running time (cf. [KV94b]). For this reason, the discussion below will concentrate on the accuracy
parameter ε, implicitly assuming that δ(n) = 1/n.
We will focus on the class F = SIZE[s] that corresponds to Boolean functions computable by
(unrestricted) Boolean circuits of size at most s, where s : N → N. For simplicity, we focus on the
regime where s = poly(n).
15

See [HS17] for a discussion on the average-case complexity of MCSP and its connection to natural proofs [RR97].
Note that [Vad17] considers learnability in the PAC model (i.e. with respect to arbitrary distributions), while
here we focus on learnability under the uniform distribution.
16
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Next, we make precise the notion of average-case complexity of Partial-MCSP. We say that a
randomized algorithm B solves Partial-MCSP (over dimension n) on average with advantage γ for
a size parameter s using t samples if, for every f ∈ SIZE[s] of the form f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}, we
have:
Pr

B, {z i }i∈[t]

[B(1n , z 1 , f (z 1 ), . . . , z t , f (z t )) = 1 ] −

Pr

B, {z i }i∈[t] , b

[B(1n , z 1 , b1 , . . . , z t , bt )) = 1 ]

≥ γ(n),

where b ∈ {0, 1}t and z 1 , . . . , z t ∈ {0, 1}n are independent and uniformly random, and t = t(n).
Theorem 8. The following implications hold.
(1) For every c, d ∈ N there exists ` ∈ N such that if SIZE[nc ] can be learned in time O(nd )
with accuracy ε = 1/10, then Partial-MCSP over dimension n can be solved on average in
polynomial time with advantage γ(n) →n 1 for s(n) = nc using t(n) = n` samples.
(2) If for every c ∈ N there exists ` ∈ N such that Partial-MCSP over every dimension n can be
solved on average in polynomial time with advantage γ = 1/10 for s(n) = nc using t(n) = n`
samples, then for every a ∈ N the class SIZE[na ] can be learned in polynomial time with
accuracy ε(n) = 1/n.
In other words, Theorem 8 says that polynomial-size Boolean circuits over {0, 1}n can be learned
in polynomial time using random examples if and only if Partial-MCSP over {0, 1}poly(n) can be
solved on average in polynomial time.
def

Proof Sketch. We start with the proof of (1). Let ` = nd+1 + n. Assuming the existence of a
learning algorithm A for SIZE[nc ] with accuracy ε = 1/10 and confidence δ = 1/n, the algorithm B
for average-case Partial-MCSP employs A as a sub-routine, and computes as follows. Given 1n and
def
a sequence (z 1 , a1 ), . . . , (z t , at ) in {0, 1}t·(n+1) , where t(n) = n` , B uses the first nd+1 pairs (z i , ai )
to simulate the answers to the oracle calls made by A to its example oracle. Let C be the circuit
output by AEX (·) (1n ) after its computation. B uses the last n input pairs (z i , ai ) to compute the
fraction α ∈ [0, 1] of such pairs for which C(xi ) 6= ai . Finally, B outputs 1 if and only if α ≤ 1/3.
Note that B runs in polynomial time under the assumption that A runs in time O(nd ).
Let f ∈ SIZE[nc ]. In this case, PrB, {z i }i∈[t] [B(1n , z 1 , f (z 1 ), . . . , z t , f (z t )) = 1 ] ≥ 1 − 2/n, since
with probability at most 1/n algorithm A fails to output a circuit C that is (1/10)-close to f , and by
a standard concentration bound with probability at most 1/n we have α > 1/3. On the other hand,
it is not hard to see by a standard concentration bound that PrB, {z i }i∈[t] , b [B(1n , z 1 , b1 , . . . , z t , bt )) =
1 ] ≤ 1/n, since in this case no matter the circuit C output by A, the last n input pairs of B contain
random bits bi that are uncorrelated with C. This shows that B has advantage γ(n) →n 1.
In order to prove (2), it is enough to conclude that for every a ∈ N there is ` ∈ N such that the
class SIZE[na ] can be learned to accuracy ε(n) = 1/2−1/n`+1 in polynomial time. This claim follows
from a result of [BL93, Section 2] showing in particular that, when learning general polynomial-size
Boolean circuits under the uniform distribution from random examples, one can boost the accuracy
parameter from ε(n) = 1/2 − 1/poly(n) to ε(n) = 1/poly(n) with only a polynomial overhead in the
running time. (From the discussion above, we also know that it is sufficient to achieve confidence
δ(n) = 1 − 1/poly(n).)
Proceeding with the proof of (2), we describe a learning algorithm A for SIZE[na ] with accuracy ε(n) = 1/2 − 1/100n` using an algorithm B that solves Partial-MCSP over dimension n on
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average in polynomial time with advantage γ = 1/10 for s(n) = nc using t(n) = n` samples. The
argument relies on Yao’s connection between pseudorandomness and (un)predictability [Yao82],
which is established using a hybrid argument. We provide below a self-contained presentation of
the argument.
By assumption, for every f ∈ SIZE[na ],
Pr

B, {z i }i∈[t]

[B(1n , z 1 , f (z 1 ), . . . , z t , f (z t )) = 1 ] −

Pr

B, {z i }i∈[t] , b

[B(1n , z 1 , b1 , . . . , z t , bt )) = 1 ]

≥ 1/10.

For i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t}, consider the distribution Di supported over {0, 1}t·(n+1) obtained by sampling
a string x1 , b1 , . . . , xi , bi , . . . , xt , bt , where each xj is a random n-bit string, and each bj is set to
def

f (xj ) if j > i and to a random bit otherwise. For convenience, let pi = PrB, w∼Di [B(1n , w) = 1].
The inequality above implies that
t−1
X
(pi − pi+1 )

≥ 1/10.

i=0

Consequently, for some index j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t − 1} that might depend on f ,
Pr

B, w∼Dj

[B(1n , w) = 1] −

Pr

B, w∼Dj+1

[B(1n , w) = 1]

≥ 1/10t.

The only distinction between the distributions Dj and Dj+1 is that, for a random xj+1 ∈ {0, 1}n ,
one generates the pair (xj+1 , f (xj+1 )), while the other generates the pair (xj+1 , bj+1 ), where bj+1 is
a random bit. Note that the other coordinates of these two distributions are identically distributed
and can be generated using the randomness of the learner and its example oracle EX (f ). For this
reason, once one knows the index j + 1, it is possible to use B (or its negation) to predict the value
of f on a random input with advantage Ω(1/t) over a random guess.
It is not difficult to show that this can be used to design a randomized learning algorithm A
that, with probability Ω(1/t) over its internal randomness and EX (f ), outputs a circuit that is
ε-close to f , where ε(n) = 1/2 − 1/100t. Finally, the running time of A is polynomial under the
assumption that B runs in polynomial time.
A consequence of this result is that we can base the hardness of learning on the worst-case
assumption that NP * RP if and only if the existence of an efficient algorithm for average-case
Partial-MCSP implies the existence of an efficient (worst-case) algorithm for Partial-MCSP. In order
to see this, note that NP ⊆ BPP if and only if NP ⊆ RP (using a search-to-decision reduction).
Now the inclusion NP ⊆ BPP is equivalent to the easiness of (worst-case) Partial-MCSP by Theorem
1, while Theorem 8 establishes an equivalence between learnability and solving Partial-MCSP on
average.
Finally, we remark that the connection between learning and Partial-MCSP described here generalizes to any circuit class C that can efficiently compute the parity function. (This is necessary
in order to apply the uniform distribution boosting procedure from [BL93].) In other words,
C-Partial-MCSP is easy on average if and ony if C can be efficiently learned under the uniform
distribution from random examples.
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